One-loop radiative Majorana neutrino masses through the exchange of scalars have been considered for many years. We show for the first time how such a one-loop mass is also possible through the exchange of vector gauge bosons. It is based on a simple variation of a recently proposed SU (2) N extension of the standard model, where a vector boson is a candidate for the dark matter of the Universe.
The unique dimension-five operator for Majorana neutrino mass in the standard model, i.e [1]
where (ν i , l i ) is the usual lepton doublet with i = e, µ, τ , and (φ + , φ 0 ) is the Higgs doublet, is realized at tree level in three ways [2] , through the exchange of a fermion singlet (Type I), a scalar triplet (Type II), or a fermion triplet (Type III). It may also be realized in one loop in three ways [2] through the exchange of a scalar and a fermion. The exchange of two W bosons also contributes in two loops [3] if one of the neutrinos already has a nonzero Majorana mass. Here we show for the first time how a one-loop neutrino mass may also be generated through the exchange of vector gauge bosons. It is based on a simple variation of a recently proposed SU(2) N extension [4, 5] of the standard model, where a vector boson is a candidate for the dark matter of the Universe [6] .
The SU(2) N gauge group contains no component of the electric charge operator. It is a subgroup in the decomposition of
It was first discovered [7] from the consideration of superstring-inspired E 6 models [8] . Its relevance for dark matter was first pointed out recently [4] in a nonsupersymmetric model with the imposition of a global U(1) symmetry S, such that a generalized lepton number L = S + T 3N remains unbroken after SU(2) N is completely broken spontaneously. In that case, one of the vector gauge bosons X 1 of SU(2) N becomes a good candidate for dark matter [5] .
and L = S + T 3N is the generalized lepton number, the fermions of this nonsupersymmetric model are given by [4] The Higgs sector consists of one bidoublet, two doublets, and one SU(2) R triplet:
In the following, we differ from the previous proposal by imposing an extra Z 2 symmetry under which u c and φ 2 are odd, but all other particles are even. The allowed Yukawa couplings are thus
(Nφ
There are five nonzero vacuum expectation values: 
where m E comes from u 2 , m 1 from v 1 , and m n c from u 1 . The 2 × 2 mass matrix for the L = ±1 fermions (ν, ν c ) at tree level is given by
However, a radiative Dirac mass linking ν and ν c will appear in one loop. Together with the large ν c mass, a small Majorana mass for ν will thus be generated through the usual seesaw mechanism.
Even though this model is nonsupersymmetric, R parity as defined in the same way as in supersymmetry, i.e. R ≡ (−) 3B+L+2j , still holds, so that the usual quarks and leptons 
where B is the U(1) Y gauge vector field, c W = cos θ W , c α = cos α, etc.; with masses
where
In the limit u i ≫ v j for all i, j, α ≃ 0 and Z ′ ≃ X 3 .
Whereas the usual gauge bosons have even R, two of the SU(2) N gauge bosons X 1,2 have odd R and X 3 (≃ Z ′ ) has even R. Assuming that X 1 is the lightest particle of odd R, it becomes a good candidate for dark matter [5] . There is also Z − Z ′ mixing in this model,
]. This is constrained by precision electroweak data to be less than a few times 10 −4 [9] . If m Z ′ ∼ 1 TeV, then v 1 should be less than about Neglecting the contributions of v 1,2 compared to u 1,2,3 , the would-be Goldstone bosons for the longitudinal components of X 1,2 are given by (c 1 = cos γ 1 , etc.) As it is, they are finite and calculable. The calculation of the νν c radiative mass is straightforward. Using the Feynman gauge, we find that it is given by
Note that the H 1,2 contributions are crucial in the above to make the second integral finite.
we obtain
Assuming that all heavy particles are roughly equal in mass and g N ≃ g 2 , then
Let m 1 ≃ 0.1 GeV and m ν c ≃ 1 TeV, then the seesaw neutrino mass is about 0.3 eV.
Since all the particles inside the loop in Figs. 1 and 2 have odd R, the radiative Dirac neutrino mass is "scotogenic", i.e. caused by darkness. The first such example [10] was that of a radiative Majorana neutrino mass using a second scalar doublet (η + , η 0 ) which is odd under an extra Z 2 symmetry together with three neutral fermion singlets N 1,2,3 , now often referred to as radiative seesaw. Both √ 2Re(η 0 ) and N 1 have been studied as possible dark-matter candidates. In the SU(2) N model [4, 5] , X 1 was studied as the first example of a vector-boson dark-matter candidate not from exotic physics. As mentioned above, this scenario can also be realized here with radiative neutrino mass generation. However, depending on the region of parameter space, H 1 is also a possible dark-matter candidate, which we consider below.
The complete Higgs potential of this model is given by [5] 
and the µ 2 3 , µ 23 terms break L softly to (−1) L . Assuming u 1 = u 3 , and using the details provided in Ref. [5] , we find that H 1 = √ 2∆ 2I to a very good approximation, i.e. neglecting the terms of order v 1,2 /u 1,2 . In that case,
Assuming that H 1 is the lightest of all particles of odd R, we now estimate its annihilation cross section in the early Universe and its spin-independent cross section with nuclei at underground experiments.
The relic density of H 1 is related to the H 1 H 1 annihilation cross section times the relative velocity of the two particles as they become non-relativistic. This comes mainly from the contact interactions 
